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PREFACE

.

. .

The Research on Evaluation,Program.is a,NOrthwest Regional

EducationalALaboratory projectpf research, development, testing,
and training\designed to create new evaluation methodologies for
use in edu,g$ion. This'doOument is one of a series of papers and
reports prodtied by program staff, visiting scholars, adjunct
scholars, and project collaborators - -all members of a cooperative
network of colleagues working on the developMent of new
methodologies:+.

What is the meaning of,the concepts "value" and valuing"? What
role do values play in.the evaluation process? This paper
contains a discussion of these questions as well as a
consideration of how, value perspectives influence the,ploblem
solving logics usable in evaluation. .

Nick L: Smith, Editor
,Paper aqd.Report Series
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VALUES, VALUING, AND EVA46i1311

This paper ends far from the place that was anticipated when

the work began. The turn around is largely due to a statement by

Goblin and Green' (1980) that little -if, intelligible sense can

be attached to the questions, "Whit values do our chi1dren have?

What values should they have?" That statement upset the mental

"apple cart". We assume that people have values; that values can

be given to and or taken on by people; ,that values are

possessible things or characteristics. 'Not so. As Gowip and

Green state, we do not have values, we value.

That statement flawed the base forwhat appeared to be a

straightforward logical argument.

1. People use their values in determining the relative
worth of the different options in a, decision.

, ,
;

2. There is confusion` about: a) wha.is meant about the '
construct "value"; b) what are the things we have

, when we have values; and c) how those things (our
basic values) are used in the 'evaluation Process.'

3. The resolution of this confusion (and thus the
improvement of evaluation) lies in: a) the

examination of the meaning of the construct "value";
b) ,tile detetmination of where and how value fits into
the evaluation process;,c) the identification of the
basic, building blocks that create the things dr
characteristics we have when we have values; and d)

s ?the delineation of strategies by which values may be
plugged into evaluation methods. .

.

I ; .

, If we do not have values we cannot use them in weighing decision

options. a
.. 6

But, people feer they have values and _v aluing plays' roles in
.,

.. the evapation piocess. And there is confusion and mystery about
%IF)

..

,.-awhat we.mean by val0Q.:and how we do it. It is also,clear that
t

41.
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a value'systems, interlocking,setisbf values, materially influence

what is valued, how we 'resolve problems, and how we know that we

know something. These items condition oux lives and the way we

work. Because of that, this paper has three segments: 1) the

meaning of value and valuing as seen in word usage ; 2) the

role(s) otvalue and valuing in evaluation; and 3) the potency of

value systems in our epistemologies and our problem-solving

Before attending to those items it seems necessary to

f.

define'the indirect object of this effort, the evaluation

process. Efaluation means many things to many' people and thus

can be a very complex and abstract entity. By restricting that

meaning herein, we hope to seduce the overall Abstraction level

being foCused upon.

Evaluation Defined

As used in this paper,'evaluation,refers to a processefor

faCilitating decision making: It does not (or at least as

focused on here) focus on all instances of decision making. I

1

purchased an automobile not long ago. That purchase was an 1

wear

instance of decision making, and I engaged in some activities

that facilitat,94/My choice making. Some would call those

activities evaluation. 'There were a number of options, different

mits and models of ca rs that I considered, and the selection of
1,

one of thoSe options was not a trivial choice. That ,§Ls, the

selection of one of those optiops had an impact on other, aspects

of my life. In short, I wanted to choose a car that most,

economically met my transportation needs.

A decision situation enjoins when: a)ithere are a. number of

options (at least two); b) it is impossible to treat all the

options the same way; and c) there is an impact in the selection

of one of the options that extends beyond the choice-making att.

Some illustrations are .useful. The-retentIon or dismissal of a

staff member -in which' there are at least two optionsp it is

impossible to exercise.both, and the Aelection of one'or the
. . ,

1

1

t
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,
other options has an impact on the life of that staff member, on

the 'Arsons with whom that staff member works, and on the.o0erall

,functioning of the organization in which that individual is '(or

is not) a staff member. The selection of a specif ic reading

instruction program is another illustration. Again, there are

numerous options - -rote approaches, phonics approaches, or a

'combined approach.' The economics and staff capabilities, and tbe

nature of the options themselves make it-iMpossible to'seleci all

three options. And the decision will have impact on the children

who will experi,ence the instruction, the staff who must do the

instruction, and on the organization in which the instruction

takes place: it wil`tbe perceived as effective or ineffective by

its publics.

The impact factor in decision making is pe important

motivating force for dOing evaluations. Some choice situations

involve options that-are relatively impotent. That is, there is

little'if any long term effect in the selection of option A over

options B, C, D . . . . For example, there are two different

troutes I can drive from my home to the supermarket. They are'

about the same length, take about the sam e time, involve about

the same traffic density. But on any given trip I must make a

Choice. Since there is little difference in the effects of,

driving one route or'the other, evaluation is not needed. I pick '

a route and get to the store. Other decision situations involve

potent options. The retention/dismissal decision related to an

individual staff member is illustrative. The dismissal option

markedly affects to life of that staff member and the

organizption. . The decision to retain is equally potent, although

it is not normally conceived(that way. The choice of keeping'

teacher X on our' staff maintains that teacher's life style and

self pftceptiOn and conditions the quality of thesinteraction a

given set of s!Udents will have. 4

'High potency decision options provide two rTasons for careful

syStematic evaluation activity: till decision maker's peaceof

mind and *docUmentation in cases in which a decision is 4

challenged. Again the retention/dismissal decision is

3
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iiillustiative. If I am an a4ministrdtbr responsible for the

phoiceof retaining or dismissing teacherX, I want the peace of

mind that tomes from knoWing that IVade the best possible
0

decision for all the people involved. Idon't want_to:feel that

the choice was a capricious one Or one made by default: If my

decision challenged I want to be able todocurrpt the basis

for`- the decision-. This requires that I be able,;to show the

existende of a decision logic that gb itted my determining the

relative worth of the options. AND the dat4 of the particular

.instance 6iat informed the. decision. A decision challenge is not

an instance calling for proof that'the right Option was selected;,

but rather, that a logiCal and informed choice was made.

Evaluation then is a systematic process 4sed to facilitate

choice or decision making. It occurs (or should occur`) when two

or more options are considered and Xhen the selection of one of

those options has impact on the people in the decision

situation. The components of thevaluation,process should help

the decision maker: a) reach.clarity on the nature of the

different options in the decision; b) 4dentif' the dimensions of

value for the particular set of options; and c) determine the

relative worth or value of the individual options. Evaluations,

as Gowin and Green (fOlii) state, produce "value claims".

Something is a good, is good for, or is better than. Along with

these value claims, evaluation

arriving at the specific value

which the evaluator(s) reached

evaluation report.

should'present tne logic used in

claims 4/1d thedata or evidence on

the value claims presented in the

%

Toward a Definition of Value and Valuing

Value and valuing is the heart of evaluation. That heart

. that core has been largely unrealized in the formulations o

evaluation process over the past several decades. Most of ou4r

attempts to explain the evaluation process have been based .e/n a

search for "truth" not for value. The need for a shift was

4

3 0
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recognized but not fully understood by-the National Committee for

the Study of Evaluation when, it claime4in the frontspiece of its
A

\ report.to the profesSion, "The .purpose of . evaluation is to

'improve not-to prove." And in its discoirse on "evaluation's

illness", -

. .

Mbst evaluators agree that mere collection of'data does
not constitute valuationthere is always a need to make.
judgments about the data in` terms- of some implicit or
exPliCi't value structure. 4Stufflebeam, et'al., 1971)

t

That the search for understanding of the evalUation proceu
.1s - -

has not enjoyedl,majOr success can brtraced to 1) our lack of

understanding of value and valag, and 2)* our assumption thatsin
. -

4 our evaluative work we seek truth, we seek objectively based
\

information that specifies the option'to pick in a decision

situation, and -(we have hoped) that our work would sarthat that '

,

optio;Te'\rthe c6rrect one to pick in other places and'at other

times.
e

It is interestingly curious that a term that is so central to

the construct and process of Nkuation, value, has been

discussed so little in the,,mushrooming literature on evaluation.

( It is also interesting that value and-valuing are simultaneously

very simple and very complex." All of us value; much of'the time,

and with'little effOrt and fuss. We value freedom, the beauty of

a,sunset, knowledge: We value people ,(some people at least),

relationships, and things. And; we have little difficulty with

that valliing. At theesame time we find the idea of value to be
stL. ..

complex, abstract, and elusive; softtething
-

that is often a source

of confusion in our efforts to understand and carry out the,

evaluation process.

What Is the Problem?

a

What is value? (Note theifocus here ison value not on a or
.4' 4

some value.) Whit are the characteristics that make something

value? What is a value structure? What are the basic building
#

blocks of a "value.structu;e" or value system? Until, these

I



.confusions are ased our evaluation efforts suffer for wanting a

solid' base. What is the Ale of value and valuing in evaluation?

Anothet difficulty from our inability to comprehend the .

construct (and/or the reality of value is that:

,

4

4
41

1

. . . no adequate methodology exists for the determination

of values, even though such.a determination may constitute
the Most profess4opaltask the eOluator performs. It

'may, indeed, be his chief ratherto a professional rath

tharLat technical) role. '(Stufflebeam, et al., p. 18)

This statemene.assumes that value and valuing playa central role

in'evaluation. ,Argumerits.,supporting'that assumption'will be

. 1 d

presented in this discobrse.'. The major points in'those arguments
44.

are: ,

-

.., -..

1. Reearch and evaluation are different but related
4

_
processes that are used by people to serve different but related .

purposes. Sometimes this use is systematic, at other times the

use, has quite an accidental structure. Me are primarily

concerned here with Ehose instances in which evaluation is used

purposively and systematically.

2. ii, The purposes served by research and evaluation are

different. If this Statement were not true;.if research and,

evaluatioid soxve..the same purpose, there would be no., eason to t

'differentiate between them. If research serves purpose Y and''

evaluation serves purpose Y, either proces's is substitutable for'

the other. If we say, "They serve the same purpose, but

differently, one more effectively than the other in 'thfs or that
,

.way," we are affirming and characterizing their.differences, If

we say, "They%servel,the same purpose but in different ways," we

Make the same point; they serve discernibly difkrent purposes.

The need to understand, those purpose differences is important for

the full understanding of the researc d evaluation proesses.

3. Both the evaluation and rese'arch' processes are aids to

-knowing. In this respect they display greajt, and often times

confusing, similarity.- The rdsearcher And the.evaluator are '

4, ' "
,

driven by the need to know. .This is not a negation of putpose ..

differences. Rather it is a recognition that they are analogous

1

4

,
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to different'sex siblings infamily rela ions. A b'rother and

sister are both children in a family and in that sense `alike.

- Their maleness and femaleness are their differeACe:: Redearch and

evaluateOri can be conceived of as siblings of the scientific

metbOd; they are of the same family. put in serving different

pstposel they are like a. brottier acrd sinter, they Are ditferent.
A k'

units in that family.

4. The need for standard& in evaluation has long, beers,

accepted. Tyler's work and Povus'extension of it in, Discrepancy

Evaluation are the most direct $ atements of the need'for and

. role of standards ievaluation. Other writers, although perhaps

less directly, accept the need foi standard& in evaluation. For

example; the evaluation model,deireloped by .Alkin at the UCLA

Center for the Study of Evaluation (CSE) includes an evaluation

procesd component called Needs Assessment. at is the

educati'e need toward which the thing einT evaluated is

oriented?" is a setting of a standar to be attained. the CIPP

model (Context, Inputs, ProcessPr duct) developed out of the

work of Stufflebeam has,a'component called Context Evaluation.

This is activity designed to help de ision makers identify and

choose goals for the system. The selection of a goal to be

accomplished by the system being ev luated is, again, a selection

of a standard with which to determine quality of the work of that

system.

5. Standards, often elusive, are found inland evolve from

values. Tyler, when asked where the 'evaluator 'should turn to '

find useful standaids, 'is reported to have said from your screen

of a philosophy and a psychology". To set a goal or to delineate

a need is to at least deterMine the boundaries of valuing !*that

Ale

provide the basis for standard identification d Specification.

Given these points, the lack of Onderstand g of the constructs

"value" and "valuing" and the "lack of adequate methodology for

ttie determination of 1.41-Lies" (StUfflebe'am, et al., 1911) is

terribly debilitatiqg. If we do not have a clear understanding

of AUCial.item in our e?torts and if we lack adequatemethods-
.

for specifying instanced of that critical item, we are in an

7
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.activity that,- at the very'best, has a questionable base.

Therefore, the development of_ our understanding of the referents

'of the terms value and valuing are crucial to furtherance' of

evaluative work.

A second readon lorseeking clarity in our cOnceptbalizations

lies in ehe relationship's between axiology (the study of the

basic Value building blocks in cultures)', epistemology (how we

know that we know), and the logic of problem solving (the

assumptions in our effoti to resolve problems). If X and Y are

determiners of value.in a culture, if .they condition all else,-

they would condition the way, people in that culture know that

they know something,and how those people resolve Problems. This

appears unidirectional: basic value building blocks condition

how we know, which in turn conditions problem-solving logic. But

it doesn't work that way. What we valtieakb how we value affect

hovi we know, and how we know affects what and how we value.

Given a culture in which value is baseAbn having or attaining

objects (a person-object relationship) objectivity in knowing is

revered. At the same time items that cannot be neatly

categorized and objectively counted are unknowable and thus of

lesser value. This interaction has a synergy 'that amplifies both

parts. The valuing enhanclip our epistemology and our Jr.

epistemology supports our valuing. In so doing we become more

and more comfortable with and value our way of knowing fna our
,J

way of knowing becomes -more potent id our efforts to accord

things, characteristics, or activitied as value. As a result4 we

_strengthen the limit4on what we know through the limits of our

epistemology. To expand our !knowledge of the 'evaluation process

then, we need tolexpand our understanding of value and valuing,

and how thef interact with knowing and proble solving logic and

hbw they impinge on evaluation.

The early expetiences in evaluation of Title I projects under

the Elementary apd Secondary Education Act of 1965 are a

beautiful illustration here. The dominate culture (at least the

culture of the people who made decisions about the nature of and

the funding'or not funding of Title I projects) has a

4
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,

,prpon-object relationship as the basis of the vane system. The
.

JhigheA value lies in the object or, in the acquisition {of the f

object (19chols, 1976) / A vane system with such a base supports
t

and flourishes under a, cognitive epistemology. 14 having or.

acquiring Objects is the highest value,,knowing about the effect's

of,Tifle I projects comes from, identifying the things those

projects help learheis.la'ib4uire. This is the way-to khow whether

a given project should be continued, mod.ified, or aborted-. Those

things need tii.be classified, counted ana measuted.' (And if

Several of us can get the same number, we'll know that we know.)

In the first round of Title4projects, standardized tests were

the/criterion over and_overeapd many of the projects showed (by

the numbers) that no sign ificant differences were observed. The

decision was reached in manx,of those instances to drop or

drastically change the Title I effort. The numbers were

convincing to the decision makers. .In a goodly number of those

sitesthe people were'upset about the conclusion that was

reached. °These people felt that important things were happepkng

in those programs.' Their epistemology was affective. They 'knew

that the program that had been conducted was important. They

felt good about what was happening to and with childrep in their,

program and were upset

decisions were made on

Most of the people

when the program was changed. The

cognitive epistemology assumptions.

in evaluation roles, and those who have

contributed to our literature on the evaluation process,

been raised intellectually in a cognitive epist4mology.
4P
-)been 'impressed with the work of measurement,specialists,

Aatisticians, psychologists, and people from "the hard

apiences". ,Over time we've accepted that to, know something we

j.

.

se
oust be able to measure it, to objectify it. We have the further

asRuMption,that if we do our'valuation well, we will be able to

giVe-our client a definitive statement about the different

options in the decision toward which our evaluation effort is

oriented. We seek or at least we think we should seek

g- eneralizability,'a gdality that is elusive if objectificatio is

have

We've

not engaged in.

9

I
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When asked to do an evaluation, an individual is in?effect

-told that on X date a choice will be made among two or more

Options and that the person who must make the'choice would like

some help in knowing the relative worth of the different

options. Worth or value is not a constant. The value a decision

maker will accord to X will differ from'person.td person and for:

the same person at different times. That fact causes havoc with

an evaluator's assumption that his or her.task is to deterMine

"THE worth, the definitive statement of the worth o each'option

being considered.

IThe pr$thlem here can be demonstrat d by using waters

.painting metaphorically. BecaUse watercOlor is a devilishly

difficult painting medium to control, very few watercolorists

strive for photo realism in their work. Instead they work on the

idea of "letting the viewer complete the picture ". A
s r,

watercolorist cannot go over and over and_ over a portion of a

compOsition without creating a milady looking mess. So, the

watercolorist tries to distill the object being rendered to its

simplest basic elements, to present those elements, and let the

viewer's mind fill in the missing detail

This difficulty in watercolor painting and itssolUtion

becomes at plus; kt creates an expanded number of viewers for whom ,

. -

the rendering seems "just right". Visual perception of an object

has considerable variability. If several' of us were able to

perfectly render what we saw when we looked at a pine tree by the

side of a road, thete would be, considerable variation in our
A

products. So, if I want and am.able to prOduce a detailed

picture of a pine tree, it will look accurate for those why Share

my vilsual perception and inaccurate for others. On the a1ther

hand if I can distill pine tree:to its essential' dimensions

(general shape, bow the trunk attacks the ground, genera; patterd

of branches, etc:) and suggest them, my viewers will complete the

picture in their "mind's eye", accurate to each of them as a

picture of jpine tree.
. 4

Value is every it as variable as visual perception. In

fact, how we visualize things is a Part of valuing. If, as an

Cs



evaluator, I beli,e it is my task to determine and display THE

definitive statement of the worth of options A, B, C, and D, I am

fooling myself.,41Y'statement of the worth of those options will,

be "right" for peopleWho vale the-same way I do and not for

'others.

In such a situation 'I would be of greater help to thei

decision maker to identify the dimensions.of value generally

applied to items represented in options A, B, C, and D, and''

suggest them?.to the decision maker(s). If r also provide the

deciaion liaker(s) with suggestions of how different people use

that set of dimensions, to reach value judgments, I,will probably

be, of greater ilelp to the decision maker than if I try to present

THE value' of A, B, C, and D:

Our lackNof ynderstanding of the concepts of value and

valuing is problematic to evaluators. We do not clearly

understand what value is or how valuing occurs. We lack adequate

methods for identifying values that are-the underlying base for

selection of standards useful in a given evaluation. We are

/ unclear about the relationship between value and valuing and our

epistemology. And, we structure our evaluative work (and

reporting) on an assumption of constancy of value that does not

exist in practice. The remainder of this manuscript is focved

on the nature and dimensions'of value and valuing; on their role

.in the evaluation process; on the basic building blocks of value

systems and their "impact on knowing and problem solving logic.

Together these items should expand our understanding of and

ability to conduct evaldation.

Toward a Definition from Word Usage

The siiReaneous simplicity and complexity of the terms

"value" and "valuing" are readily.aeparent in the way they are

used; sometimes as a noun and other times as a verb. In its noun

use, two different senses exist. Sometimes the term "value"

references a category of things. At other times the noun use

seemsto imply that value is a thing,or quality in and of

11 .
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it lf. In normal discourse we flia from one of these noun uses,

to the other and to the verb use without discetning any

difference in meaning. This sloppy use of language deters our

understanding of-the value and valuing constructs. And, it .

confuses us regarding its role(s) in evaluation.

In thL reading and discussion done in preparation fOr'this

paper the following terms have been encountered:

conventional values, modern valueg, intrinsic value,

extrinsic value, exchange value, older value, absolute
value, stable values, relative value, psychologic
values, cultural values, social values, fundamental
value, lasting value, market value, value judgment.

These terms seem to imply that value is a category of things or

qualities that could be identified. This use is the one that

Gowin and Green (1980) were focused on in their discussion of the

questions, "What values do our students have?" "What values

should they have?"' At e same time the use of so many

adjectives indicates at the category referenced by the term

value has many subdivisions or subcategories, sometiMes discrete

and other times interlocking. For example, "older values" and

''modern values" would suggest differept items, while

" conventional values" and "stable values" would seem to reference

or incorporate some of the same items. This use of the term

-value" as a category is probleIatic in'two ways. We lack
f

inclusion/exclusion rules that would help us understand what is

and is not included within tOe'categoty of things or qualities we

reference by the term. And, if the "value" category has

-subcategories, we lack a clear logic that aefines the

subcategories and their interlocking relationships.

The second noun use of the term as a thing or quality is'seen

-

in 'the many things we call a value. For example, health is at

times and by some thought and spoken Jf. as a value. Happiness,

freedom, jusitice, and education are at times suggested as

values. There is confusion here in .our inconsistency. Sometimes

we act as if health is important and engage in behaviors that

would maximize health: we have periodic physicals; we take

12



vitamins; we get sufficient rest; etc. At other times we

disregard 'health by engaging in activities that reduce (or at

least have the potential for reducing) our healtn: we drive

ourselves to fatigue; we disregard the advice of our doctors; we

consume too much food, alcohol, tobacco, and/or drugs, etc. The e

same inconsistency can be seen in other things we call "values".

Our actions sometimes document that happiness is important and

that at other times it isn't. bitto for freedom. Sometimes we

take actions that would maximize freedom; at other times our

behavior belies the importance of freedom. Such inconsistency

makes understanding of the term "value" difficult. .At one

instance we can point to something and say, "Tha is a value,"

and at another time it isn't.

In the examination of these terms several points have been

observed that do cottrpute to understanding of the constructs of

value and valuing.' First, these terms are nouns. As such, they

categorize, they reference a class of things. They are labels

for a category or class.of things that people want t reference

in their thinking or communication. The thing or t ings being

referenced in this noun usage are generally abstractions. .That

'is, they usua±ly are metaphysical in natre, something that can

be sensed, not something we can hold in our hands. It is clear

that there are degrees'of abstraction inherent in these terms.

Fundamental values for example, can reference things,pmt are

both abstract and specific. 114En its abstract sense it

incorporates the idea of all inclusiveness. In lts specific

sense it seems to communicate the ilea of the one,, the basic

valuev
AR

The second observation that has evolved from the encounter

with these nouns'is their qkgvice as a shorthand mechanism. In
4

writing and discussion we want to focus the thinking of our

readers or our listeners on some particuidr set of things when we

use terms such as-intrinsic values, relative values, social

values, fundamental values, etp. We make statements -teuch as, "It

is agreed by most that pchools-should be concerned about the

fundamental values." Fe seldom elaborate what we subsume, with

13
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.
that term. and we proceed as if the writer and>reader or speaker

and liStner haVe a common mental focus.

,A third observation: Sometimes the context in whichcthese

value,labels are used irlakes it clear that the speager or writer
4 et
=,has,a specific in,-mind, That is, he or she seems, focusedon an

identifiable item, to knOw the dimensions of "it,. and to- want the-

audience to mentally converge on it. At other timed the context
t

makes it clear that the value, as a noun, is a "fuzzy", a term

used by a writer or speaker that has whatever meaning a reader Or

listener wants. "Rizzies" ere the art of campaigning

politicians. On the political stump the politician will, in loud

and confident voice, say, "We will restore the basic values of

this, our beloved country." Each listener knows what will be

restored. And none of the listeners know.
5 ;

The development of a definitive statement about the mlanimg

of value is complicated by these variations in its noun or

catleg ry label usage. Evaluators need to comprehendethat

variability, to understand the abstractness of it, and to strive

for greater'precision in use.

Value, as a term, has become an instance of jargon to

evaluators. That can be good, bad, or both. Jargon is,. -

YR

terminology that has precise and specialized meaning to people

who share a special activity and have equal or nearly equal

expertise in that activity. Jargon can be meaningless gibberish

when used in communication among people who do not haye that

specialty and expertise. The growing recognition of the

centrality of the construct "value" in the process of evaluation

suggests two things for evaluators. 4 need to achieve precision

and clarity on what we reference by the term value. And, we/need

to communicate what that precise meaning is when we speak with

evaluation's publics., Neither of these to ks is simple. But,

the opportunity to attack them is before us

The reading and discussions for this pap r suggest another

dimension of the term value. Earlier a note as made that the

focus hire was on value, not on a or some value. In some of the
0

discussions, value is used to indicate a quality, virtue, or

xc

I
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characteristic of something or someone. We say "Halesty is a

value," or "Parsimony is a value," or "Knowledge As a valpe." In

this use we seem-to be saying that value is a general category

AND that thatcategory has subdiviSions thaeare .identifiable

qualities. ThisAs,!enalogotArto saying that "car" is a category

and.that "compacts"; "subcompacts", and "sportsters" are

sub- divisions. We,gain some understanding of the term value aO

category label, by identification of its subdivisions. But, care
t

-is needed. Honesty is a valuein some instances and not in

"'others. Pagsimony is a value in some instances-and not inothe.rs.

This recognition in effect says that value is context based;

that its nature and quality, are always determined.in a setting.

And, that recognition calls to mind problems encountered relative

to the terms "absoilute value",--"inherent value", and-"ftindamental.

value". Each of these1suggest that there is qf- ought to be some'

irreducible amount or quality that we could' identify. Although

this is conceptually useful. In practice it is"not very

helpful. Value is established in the mind and irrthe

interactions of minds. It is maintained in the mind and in

actions. An it is changed in the mind and interactions of

Gol an element that has4valtie, not because'of some.

intrinsic 4 aracter, but because'of mind sets about it, about its

color, tensile strength, malleability, etc% if its color is

what someone wants or needs,,gold has value in that setting: If 4111

its tensile strengh meets someope's need, gold has yalue in that.

° need. in soMe instances gOld has symbolivaluN'Ib- represents

,

something important to people. In thiS sense it has value

created,it and by the mind and mental interactions, If those -

context and mental items are

we can say is that gold..Iis a'

colo,, tensile strength, etc.

Rather, they are descriptors

Evaltators need to'know tha
4

subtracted or,somehow negated, all

metal with a specific atomic weight,-

abese'are not value.statements.

that establish what gold is.

value is context determined. Thdi

knowledge will,help. condition the manner in which the construct

can be usedin evaluation.

4
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The-literature 9.11 vane and evaluation 'displaYs anoth use,

that use as the verb "to value". "I value truth." "He valpes

particiation." Such use is not an.indication that truth or

participaXion, or whatever,is 'Rather it ) ,

k

0 4

is a statement about the condition Of-thoUght,or action of an,

individual or grout.. My statement that I .va ue truth can mean
0

that I ca4about truth or that Iptake some ction alcut4t or

both. The I- care -about sense requires no ert action; I can
e

have strong feelings but appear to do ncithing about the item, .

cared for.' Valuing' in this' sense is affective: have an

internal feelingebout something or soAone,' a feeling' that can'

'
be experiencedin varying intensity. I care' a lot, some, a"'

little.

In its use as verb, value at times has a.subititution or

exchange rate sense. In valuing k, I will glee a specific 4mournt

. of money (or other resources, time, or eneigy) , to get'X. Because

I valued education I exchanged a number of.years of possible

earningt for an education.

Evaluators should _find the,verbJserfse of, the value cdnstruct

useful.. It suggests the following: 1) the iddhtifipation of the

- thing valued; 2) the ,determination of the :entity orenLLes that

will be an acceptable exchanger 3). the quantifioaEion.of the
AP

Otems in 1) and 2); and 4) the context in which tt.he exchang '11

be made, given the quantifications observed.
.

1.°
...

-"The_effort to understand the construct s ofealui and valuihg
.

..

through the literature seems enhanced by the recognition of a

number of items that migiv6 be classified as dimensions of value

and valuing. They are: 0
.,

1) The locus cri'valuing.. Valuin occurs'in.the minds
of individuals and/or groups and is displayed in the ---/ .

actions of those individuals and groups.,'"

-2) The nature of the valued.item. Sometimes the'thing.

valued is a physical item: a metal, a cam$ etc. At

other times the valued item is metaptly8ical,as in I

value love or free At still other times' ittis.a
combination'of the physical and metaphysical,'as in
"We value schooling."

*Q0 16',
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3) The character of the valuing act. Some instances of

valuing are-internal affective' states (The
I-care -for .discussion presented above). At other
times my valuing exists in my willingness to
exchange or in the act of exchanging.

4) The intensity_ of the valuing. As indicated earlier,

the valuing of items 'iSsa variable. Sometimes the

value of an iteeis extensive; at other times it is
not., TOO intensity variation can be seen in the
comparison between valuing of an object by two
different people. At other times the valuedntensity

:...variability'Occurs between two.items n a class or

,category. I would exchange more or rogram A than
I would for program B. And final y,, the variability
may occur when, possession of more than one item is.

,4 considered. For transportation-purposes alone, I
determinb the value an automobile has for me. The
value of,e second automobile (again for
transportation alone) will not be as great. If

5) valence of the valuing. In most discussion value

is assumed o be positive, the valued item is worth
X amount. H wever, the possibility of a negative
value must e considered. The positive or negative
valence is demonstrated when I say, would pay.

L $10/000 for X," or, "You would have to pay me a
$1,000 to get me to do XV"

.
.

, . t
.

.t. 6) The generalizability of the valuing. The discussion

tpa

above asserted that value 'and'valuing i context.

bound. But,-this too is a"variable. S etimes the 4-
value of something is idiosyncratic to aparticular
setting. At other times,therd is Commonality across

tx
a number of settings. Building an work `by Scriven,
Liiicoln, and Ouba (1980) haveAisCussed merit and

i

. worth asNforms ctfyaluing; merit, in their
c .,

, discussion, being relatively context free and worth
being determined tqtalliin the specifit setting.

4
In summarizing the meaning of the constructs alue and

valuing, the following points need to be made: Value and valuing

ts

are complex, abstract, and variable, constructs. The noun form,

Value, is the label we apply to a class of qualities Or things.

The verb form, to value," references dither an internal state or
1

an exchange action we engage in. The concept of absolute value

is useful conceptually. But, in real world'instances valuing is

context based. Valuing:is initiated, mairitained, and changed in

the minds of humans. And finally, valuing seems to have the

4
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following dimensions: locus of the valuing, nature of'the item_

valued, character of the valuing act, intensity, valence, and

generalizability. Evaluators who want enhanced understandinglof

the role of value and valuing in evaluation should expand tnelr

understanding of the meaning of value and valuing. The items

above suggest avenues for that expansion.

Role of Value and Valuing in Evaluation

The section above was deliberately labeled "Toward a

Definition of Value and Valuing". 'The meaning of complex terms

is.dynamic d our understanding, of them is never complete.

Ratter, w continually extend our understandkng by aprehending

new com onents og. meaning and integrating them into the composit

already stored in society's knowledge banks. Foi evaluators one

of the productive ways of expanding understanding of the value

and valuing constructs is to examine the role they play in the

evaluation process.

,This moves us dangerously close
/
to circular reasoning. At

the very start Of this paper it Was-argued that, to improve

,apprication of ihe.evaluationprocess we need°understanding of

" w

the concepts of value and valuing. Now itis suggested that to

know the meaning ofalue and veining we should lookto tne

evaluation process. The Locus here is not totally on the

evaluation process but rather on the role of value and valuing in

`evaluation. The examination of that role proyides us (a la

4,00

4

Polanyi) witn at least tacit or tartgential meaning of the value
4

and valuing constructs.!

It is generally agreed that evaluation is a systematic

problem solving protess. There is continuing debate as to

whether evaluation is a subform of research or a subform of the

scientific metbod. One side of this debate proposes an

equivalence between thetefilis research and the scientific '

method. People on that side display a Venn diagram that is a

circle labeled as research or ads the scientific method. Tnen

they draw circles totally within thd larger circle. One of these

111.
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smaller circlei they label evaluation. Those on the othercside .\
,

of this debate start with a large circle labeled the scientific .
.

method. Within that large circle these people drawat least two

smaller-overlapping circles which they label-.research and

evaluation.

The resolutio/n of this argument is not a preguisite,for a

Adiscus on of the role of value and. values in evaluation.

Regardless of whether evaluation is a subset of-he scientific

method oc of research, evaluation is subsumed-by the construct,

the scientific method. In either case the general

4

characteristics of the scientific method are-found-in

evaluation. That is, every component of the scientific method
4

will haye a comparable cOuponent in the evaluation process.

Philosophers of science, inxiefining the scientific method as

the g eneral description of the process for systematic problem

solving, generally agree that a vital component, perhaps the elost

important component, is the existence of a problem. From these

discussidhs it is clear that aiNzvproblem" exists when we have an

intention of some sort that we wish to realize and something or

things are blocking our realization of,that intent (McDowerl,

1966). If the eValuation'process is either a direct derivative,

of theyientifiemethod qr a derivative q research, we should

expect the evaluation process to contain a problem component.

The discusgions of the National Symposium for Professors of,

Educational Research (NSPER) 1972 developed a setofproblem

definitions using McDowell's intent/barrier format. They did -;

this by discussion which concentrated on different types or

classes of intents attended to by the scientific method.

Iiicludedin these classes was the intent to systematically make a'

choice. Their discussion assumed that this intent exists when

1) two or more possibilities or options exist. (They

may be different actions that might be taken: e.g.,

to pick this textbook and nit those; to retain of
dismiss a worker; to change an activity or not; to

4 label a particular studept's work as of quality

and not A; C, D, or E.)

I

9".
Asa 1.)
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2) The nature of the options and/or the constraints in
the context make it impossible to heat all the
possibilities identically. (Dismissal and retention

N
cannot be exercized for the same person there isn't
enough money to buy all the different reading texts,

- 4etc.)
.....

--1/4 , ,\.
.

i . :

3), 'A Chode among the options must be exercized by some
target date. .

J - ... ,:

'.* .
.

. This intent to choose becomes (or is).problematic when there is a,

brier-, a condition that, eeps us from carrying
,

out the intent.-_

The lack of information tha would differentiate between the
. .

optionsis such a barrier. 4
OP

. There is one more kacet to problematic choite making: the

impact of the, choice.. Ali of us findour,selves in, choice making

situations in which we do not have a clear pidbure of the

relative worth of all the options. ShoUld we or shouta we not

engage in systematic procedures (evaluation) to help us make our.

choice? The answer to that question is found in anothei: What

is the impact of the choice? 141 make a bad choice, where do

the chips fall? Will the results of a bad choi be felt T

primarily by Or/ will those negatives unload on others?
.4

Some choice situations are instances in which I pave the

authority and responsibility for choices that are mine. In

others I have the authority and responsibility for making a'

chbice BUT I do so "in trust for others". When a decision maker

v'hooses a reading program he or she does it in trust for the

teachers and students. If the oboice was not the. best one that

could be made, tnis negative impact is felt by the people.not

directly involved in the choosing., The decision maker needs a
"\\

systematic evaluation in those instances for two reasons: his or

her own peace of Find that the best possible choice was made;

addi'as documentation, that the 'decision-Wat.a thoroughly

informed, rational choice; documentation to be used if and when

.
explanation or justification is demanded.

An evaluation is- undertaken to "inform the choice" when a

problematic decision situation exists. Stripped to its bare

essentials,'that evaluation involves: careful.description oflthe

20-
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options that will be considered; the delineation of the

ihdicators'Iof worth or value of all of the possible options; and,
A

accumulation and interpretation of the relative value of the

options.

The report.of such an effort contains value claims, in
4

contrast to truth claims. Gowin and Millman (1978) describe five
4

types of value.claims:

1) The intrinsic value claim. (X is good.)

2) The instrumental value claim. (X is good to do Y.) 4114

i 3)

1 .
4

i
.The comparative value claim. (X is bettei than Y.)

.." . ,.
.

4) The.decisioh claim. (X should be chosen over Y and
Z.)

5) The idealization claim. (X could be better.)

The report ,fan evaluation will have value claims from one or

more of these categories AND should present the logic, the

procedures, andthe.evidence that supports those value claims.

Value and valuing have.artolein this process that ls'

manifest in several ways. First,.evaluacion can be conceived of

as preparion for valuing. That is, it produces the basis, the

information,. for exchanging one thing for another. For example,

the decision to buy textbook .series A is an instance of valuing.

We are saying we are willing to give a. sum of money in exchange

"for those textbooks. The advice, to choose textbook A over B, C,
r-

and D is an instance of valuing that Gowin and Millman would see

as supported by value claims.

The first thiee of the Gowin-Millman claims are instances of

the, role of value and valuing in evaluation: the intrinsic, the

instrumental, and the comparative value claims.' Here the focus ,

is on the options in the choice. Valuing here helps us say that

each option is (or, is not) good, is good for something, and is

better or worse than the other options being considered. Their

fourth type shifts in. role. Their "decision claim" focuses more
.

on the Choice itself than on the individual options. The

idealization claim, number five, is another role shift. Valuing

21



in it plays a role in projecting what might be, that is in

projecting some future state. °

The second manifestation of the role of valuing in evaluatidh

is in the selection of evidOce to be generated in an

evaluation. Tne dimensi9nstof value in generti and the

dimensions pf value for the specific options being considered

inform evaluation planning. They provide the basis for the

variables and the standards on those variables to be used in

generating the data and converting that data into information

supportive of the value claims in the evaluation report.

It should be noted that we are not expressing concern. here

for the value of evaluation. As stated before, we take that on

as a matter of faith (with a little help from our philosopher

friends). Rather, our concern here is for the part valuing plays

in evaluation. The idea of making value claims and producing

evidence and'logic that supports those value claims in a

particular evaluation suggests that valuing plays a pervasive

role in evaluation. As Krathwohl (1980) has said"

411,

Not all such choices (made by scientists.in planning and
conducting their work) are automatically and completely
determined by the logic of the "scientific method". They .

involve judgment, judgments such as what-is important and ,

what is not, what shall be studied, what shall be
observed, what corrected or controlled for, . . . (p.37)

Valuing play a role in the debisions to do an evaluation, in the

planning of an evaluatiOnv in the conduct of that evaluation, and

in our
'0
use of those results. Clearly, understanding what value

and valuing are is a coLditioner of the nature and quality of our

work.

The Building Blocks of Evaluation Systems

What is valued by individuals and groups plays a pervasive

role in the nature of society, its institutions, the nature and

quality of life, and the ways people interact with each other and

with their universe. This-point is a summary of over a decade of

a
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work by Echlin J. Nichols of the National Institute of Health, a

synthesis.of work on axiology-(tne study of the building blocks

Q of valuel-sySteins), epistemology (how we know that we4now), and

the logic and process of problem solving ln a society. °Nichols

has constructed a matrix that presents his synthesis. The matrix.

is a powerful vehicle i'or organizing tginking about-value systems
A

their impact on our ways of knowing:, and solving problems., It is

a vehicle for expanding our perceptions, our thinking about how

we live anti work and the bases on which our value systems support

and condition our choices.'

Before discuising.Nichols' synthesis a word is needed about'

"value systems". To this point the discussion has focused on

individual instances of value and valuing. It has not dealt with .

a composite of values, the nature of a composite of values, or
o

how such a composite' impacts on us. Scriven (1966), in an lmost

poetic statement,tsays,

The system of man's values is anet and not a knotted
.string., It is a web that stretches across our lives' and
actions and connects them with the thread of reason.''''' It

may be true that the net only ties holes together, but it
still has to have some points of attachment. The
rational tension in the cords often makes it necessary to
adjust *these points of attachment, as we would make new
connections or the old Holding points move around, but
this internal tension i not self supporting. Tnere must

be poidls of attachment, 4 they should be secure ones.

.Nopoint of attachment is immune from these adjustments;
so, thereare no ultimate values, in the sense of
unquestionable or indefensible ones. But certainly some

values are more important than others, that is,more
'0

numerous.threads.run from them. A child begins with
certain wants and these get modified by his environment;
he learns to think, he acquires new tastes, and these
changes lead to self modificatiOn. Eventually all his

values are either new or have new importance. But they

sprang from the interactiOn1of rationality (or
irrationality) with his original valuesand his
dpvi9onmental constraints. If human beings are very
ifferent in their infant-needs or very different,in in-

constraints which. are brought to bear on them, they
could will have whblly different later valubs. Reason,
bears on and changes values but does not create tflem ex
nihilo. If this is a basis for saying there are' limits # c
tOeitspowers, then we can say that. But the picture of

Ultimate values, from which all.others Hang like cinions

on a string is-completely wrong.- (pp. 48-49)
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In this passage Scriven recognizes that values exift in connected
a

systems, that theyprovide structure to life, that they are

formed out of basic needs and constraints, and the rational

powers of the individual. He asserts that there are no ultimate

values and'at the same time recognizes the existence of forces.

that structure the development of and Maintain the more important.

values. 0

Nichols (1976) says that the-forces that provide the

structure (he calls those forces'the basic building blocks of

values) are cultural heritages. His study of three ethnic groups 4

, identifies three basic value buildiOg blocks. In the

Euro-American heritage he Sees that "The highest value lies in

the ObjeCt or in the acquisitionof the Object" (a Man-Object

relationship as the value building block). In the Afrd-American

heritage "The highest value lies in the interpersonal

relationship between men" (a Man-rMan relationship as the value

building block). And, in the
.

Asian-American heritage "The

highest value lies in the cohesiCreness of the group" (a Man-Group

relationship as the value building blckk)>---filspresentation
1

recognizes that these cultural heritages do not exist in pure

form. But the strength of the heritages and the potency of the

three building blocks is of sufficient force that they impact

heavily on the nature and quality of life, on our epistemologies,

and the Ways we resolve problems:

In a culture with a value system built on'a Man-Object

relationship emphasis is placed on things and and ,their

acquisition. Such a value system places a premium on

categoriZation and quantification. The individual values the

acquisition and possession of things. The family crest signified

,the nobility, the important people of Europe. Why were the

nobility. important? They had land. The migrants to the New

World had as part of the motive for their long.voyage,,,the desire

to have a'place (land) in which they could fashion their lives as

they wished. In a culture that reveres objects,, it is not at all

surprising that the predominant qpistemology is cognitive. One

knows through counting and measuring. Objectification is

39 24.
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supreme. The oft voted statement, "If it exists,' it can be

measured. If it cannot be measured, there is'a high probabilityf

that it does Iliat exist," is a natural outgrowth of a culture i

which value is based on the acquisition of objects. An abund ce

of items can be citedthat fit with this Man-Object based value
4P

system. Adoption of a child until just recently was based on the

existence of a stable marriage. We could not conceive'how one

adult,could acquire the necessities of the life good to live. At

the close of our wars with Indians we effected treaties with them

that gave the Indians land. Those treaties were unilaterally ,

abrogated when gold was discovered. The Indian had difficulty

, understanding this instance of the Man-Object value building

block. In a TV documentary, "Hunger 'in America", it was shown

that in some counties the powers that be'refused to participate

in the Great Society's Food Stamp Program despite the fact that

people in those counties were grossly undernourished and dying of

starvation. Their,reason: leer that the program would upset the

economic system of their county.

In a society in which person- person relationships are the

basic value building block, it is no surprise that the

epistemology is affective. As Nichols says, "One knows through

symbolic imagery and rhythm." The Facists went down to defeat in

World War.II in jungles,ofAfrica not, according'to some
k

analysts, because of inferiority of troups and equipment, but

rather because their cryptographers could not break the drum code

usedliv Africans to communicate. The reason? The'drum code is

not'a:CategOrizing-count-and meatsyre code. It is a feeling, an

affective code. The sometimes derogatory reference that Blacks

"really have rhythm" has cultural basis. Blapks seem to feel the

music and dance. Whites learn patterns of footwork and count out

.their movements, often displaying inability to4match the count in

their heads with the count of the music.

The Asian-American heritage with a personrgroup cohesiveness
di(

dnderlying the value system has an epistemology that is

conative. "One knows-through striving toward transcendence,'?

says Nich016. The Japanese symbol for crisis nas two
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WORLD PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION AND ASSOCIATION OF PSYCHIATRISTS IN IGERIA -14:VERSITY OP IBADAN

November 10, 1976

BEHAVIOURAL OBJECTIVE: In the last few years it has become increasingly clear that there are differences between people
that account for thiir behaviour and thought processes. My contention is that these differences are philosophically
based. Therefore, the objective of this lecture is to introduce a new set of philosophical constructs for your
persual. Cross-cultural efforts in programme development for education, management, commerce, health care delivery
systelos and even political considerations have a greater clarity, when viewed from the perspective of these
philosophical constructs.

ETHNIC GROUPS

European

Euro-Amtican

,THePHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCE,

AXIOLOGY

Man - Object

EPISTEMOLOGY

Cognitive

LOGIC

Dichotomous

The highest value lies in the Object
or in the acgdisition of the Object.

One knows through
counting and measuring.

Either/or

African Mdn Man Affective Diunital.

Afro-American
The highest value lies in the inter- One knows through The union of
personal relationship between men. symbolic imagery and

rhythm.

opposites

Asian Man - Group \ Conative Nyaya
Asian-American

The highest value lies in the
cohesiveness Of the group.

One knows through
striving toward the

transcendence.

Technology

All sets are repeat-
able and reproduciable

Ntuology 4

All sets are inter-
'related though human
and spiritual networks.

The objective
world is con-
ceived.indepen-
dent of thought

Sand mind.

Breetveld, James., "Mother and Child in Africa: A brief conversation with
Vol. 5, No. 9, pp. 63-64:

Dixon, Vernon J., Beyond Brack or White: An Alternate America,.

Cosmology

All sets arewindepen-
dentlyanterrelated in
the harmony of the
universe.

as-Lambo," Psychology Today, Feb. 1972,

Little, Brown I Company, Boston, 1971, p.

Audakassa, D. Personal conversation, Ibadan, 1975 ref.: (Muntu by J. Jahn, Chapter 4)
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components. One means "danger",anckthe other "opportunity". The

Oriental knows'tbe meaning of crisis when he knows the merged

Meaning of danger and opportunity.

Nichols recognizes a caveat. We do not find these three (the

Euro-American, fro-American, and Asian-American) heritages in

thei'i pure foim much of the time. Rather we see a mixture, an

amalgam, of them. The continued struggle in the kited States

regarding the sale and purchase of pfotoerty serves as an

illustration. We acted as if we had two'"rights" that were

absolute, that could not be abrogated. I can sell it dispose of

my property inany way I see fit. I can sell it to whomever I

want to: I have that right through ownership. At the same time

you have the right to purchase my property or any ,other piece of

property, afrkght that cannot be denied you due to race, sex,

age, creed, or national origin. These rights, to unfettered

disposal of property and to equally unfettered ability to

purchase property, cannot both be supreme. They cannot be

absolute rights. They are inhereRtly in conflict in any instance

in which both of them are exercised.

Thesetwo property rights have different value building

blocks at their base. Where the person - object. relationship is

the basis for the value system, having objCts and having control

over them IA of the

property) is for me an

alue. What I do with my objects -(my

o determine. I will sell it
*

when and to whom I please. Where. the person-person relationship

predomInates'respect for the dignity of the, individual rules out

discrimination on.the basis of color, sex, age, etc. In that

setting any bqyer who canmeetthe "fair market price" must be

perditted to make the purchase. To deny that right becuse a

person ifealaCk, female,old, etc., is a diminution of the

person-person relationship: There was a e (not too long ago)

in which the person-object relationship was sp dominant in the

United StVewthat blatant housing discrimination predominated.

It still does in some plades.' The civil rights movement has a

Value structure that is based on the person-person value building

block. As it has taken hold, as people have learned to accept

tar
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and get along with others who miff-look, think, and act

differently, the, opportunity to live n any particular, place has

'become more open.

This` illustration suggests potencyof the person- object,

person-person, and person-universe building blocks iR shaping our

value systems. It also suggeststheir'potency in shaping our

epistemology andour problem-solving logic. This is not'an

assertion that one of-these building bloCks is inherently more

tight or wrong. Rather, it is a recognition that if one of them

predominates, the value system, the'epistemology,- and the

'problem-solving logic used will be more limited and focused..1

That is, if the person-object relationship prevails, the value

system will display great emphasis, almost universal emphasis on

having and obtaining objects. The life-good-to-live will be

defined by 'the objects to be obtained. The person who has more

objects, more money, more education, more votes, etc., will be

more important than those with less. And.in such a culture,

knowing becomes more cognitive, more restricted to our ability to

develop discrete categorie6 for our objects and our &pint? to ,

objectively count and measure the items in those / ategories. How

wepel about those objects and how we feel about what the

unrestrained effort to obtain objects does to people and the

quality of.their interactions recedes in importance. It also
.41

leads to actions that are potentially destructive to our

trenvironment. For example, to increase our crop yield we use

chemicals that have led to in reactions that are eliminating

some animal speciek and poisoning our waterways. The more we

revere objects and objectification, the less we can use the

contributions to knowing that can come from feelings and

transcendence.

If the person-person relationship prevails or if the

person-universe relationship p>raili, equally potent

restrictions to the value system and our epistemology. If we ,

move to the ultimate in person-per6on relationships, to the point

where feelings are all_that matter, we support a subjectivity
t

that is extremely detrimental to knowing some aspects of
Ja
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ourselves, our surroundings, and our experiences, Thereshould.

This is not a claim that one

better or worse than the

be nomistake by the reader here.

of these value building blocks is

others. They are different. And as ottures maximize on one of

f:

A

them or on some combination, they (the building blocks) will
.

shape' the dominant value .structure, 'how that culture knows andJ
. how its problems are solved. Evaluators work within value

systems to help people know the relative worth or value of some

sgt of options-r-in understanding of,/ the potency of these value.

building blocks should give, evaluators a Better base col which
,

/structure their evaluative efforts..

As indicated ealier, Nichols' presentation described three

probleM-solVing logics that associate with the three different

value building blocks. The person - objects building block leads to

and is supported by a dichotomous logic, an either/or. This

logic systentledili involves categorization and the

determination of qualities that describe and.differentiate the ,

categories. It looks at people as Plusses and minuses and

through pairs of polar adjectives describes the people who are on-

one side or the other. The plug side is for those who are

'intelligent, happy, effect vet, clean, whit, beautiful, active,
nr

important, neat, normal, .etc.; the minus side for the

unintelligent, sad, ineffective., dirty, black, ugly, passive,

unimportant, sloppy, abnormal, etc. The.list of polar adjectives.

is long and if you are perceived by someone as a person who .

displays several of the qualities on one side you are likely to
-

be accorded gratis all 'the rest of the qualities on that side.

When the slogan, *Black is beautiful" was popularized a number of

years ago, it-created difficulties in the viscera of many

whites. The discomalt seemed'to be that white is Uhually *plus

quality and blac is a minud. If you are going to move black

from the minus to the plus side of the ledger, the idicliotamous

thinker had to put white On the minus side; if black is

beautiful; 'then whitl is ugly?
4

The dichotomous logic can, be seen in our program improvement

'efforts. Giv,fi dissatisfaction with what i program is

29 3 5
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accomplishing, we often look for the opposite as asolution. In
. a

trying to ratlike readers out of everybody, we've tried and compared ,

a rote 'approach an-4>a phonics apitach. As John Downing quipped

once, "On one side we have the look-an4-"saY lunatici and op the

other, the phonetics fanatics." When a pr§twlem arises we oftenu,

enter into. a debate over its' cause. One person's analysissis

that X is the cause. Anotkr asserts that it is Y that is the

' culprit. In the debate we ften sharpen our argument by, focusing

on the more extreme instances of X and Y. In so doing we lcis

track at the vast majority with the problem and construct

'solutions.foi either an extreme X' or an extreme Y.

(r-
The logic associated withihe person-perdOn relationship as

. the basic value
4

buildiiitg block
A

according to NichOls, a'

diunital logic; a union'of opposites. The "Black iebeautiful"

slogan was to its originators .an Illustration. To. them beduty

was a quality of both blacks and whites which, if accepted, could

ntribute to improvement of, race telationships. 'Nichols

illustrates diunital logic with a story about 0. a. Simpson, the

former football great. O. J. is supposed.to make presentations

of plaques to the outstanding football coach of the east and to /

his counterpart from the west. To adichotomous'lbgic adherent,

a. problem exists. "Which plaque shall I present firsihr If I ,

make the presentation to one first and the other second, do

"communicate that -one or the other mach is really the best? ,The,e

diunttml'logician'seeks the union,of opposites, to take the items

in an either/or problem and tolmeige them: O. J. Simpson is

reported to have presented the two plaques simultaneously, and

'deliberately giving Coach X the plaque for Coach Y and vice

versa, and stating that the yecognition for; excellence would bey

realized when they shook hands and exchanged plaques.

There .is -marked difference Th the either/or and the union of

opposite logics. The former has a win -lose appearance or,

Char6teE. .Pcir teaching reading, abgram A wins and program B

loses! h1s is acceabe, it fits in'a value system in which

ob4ectification predominates. -We -need -not be concerndabout the,

impact of losing on the part of people involved withthe 'tossing'



slide. In contrast, diunital logic has a bringing together

.quality, a ooncecn for mixing and for the relationships among
0

;people involved in that mixing. Evaluators should realize

immediate help from understanding diunital logic. Is the merger

of some or all' ofathe options focused on in an evaluation, a

legitimate option? In evaluation focused on reading instruction
,

(rote vs. phonics) approaches, is the merger of the, two a

legitimate option? In determining, the path to take to meet over

crowding in secondary schools should we choose building more

schools or going into.a year-around schoOling calendar? Diuniial

logic would lead us directly to the question, "Is some

combionation of the two a legitimte option?"

The logic of problem solving associated with the person-group

or person-universe relationship Nichols says is Nyana, the

objective world is conceived independent of thought and mind.

This is an eastern philosophy in which all sets are independently

interrelated in,the harmony of the universe. At this writing the
0

author's familiarity with it"is insufficient to characterize it

further:
. ,

Evaluation is proposed as a problem-solving process.

Writings about it have focused in recent decades on a single

logic, the dichotomous logic associated with the person-object

relationship valiie buidling:block and the cognitive

epistemology. Eval tors need to expand their thinking to 'other

logra:-.. Stake's wr ings on responsive evalUation may be seen as

such a move.' Its ge8tS-d concern 'for relationships and C

concerns of the plein the setting on which the evaluation

foopse ,.'.. . .-
.

.

-. Th ,rol.e of value and valuing in evaluation is also -
e ir

constrained' by ahe Man-Object,. Man-Man, Man -Group value building

blocks. ,`'They constrain the kinds of things'that are valued, the

tAu,re and intensity of valuilig4 and the way in which we know

that we know kthe value of something. Some will interpret the

presentatidn of Nichols as a qualitative ordering of the value of

different episteiologies. That does not seem to be the point.

. Bather the message is analogous to the reatoning behind the

31-
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structure ofthe government of the United States. A single form

of governMent is prone to, and likely to, maintain errors of a

particular sort.. The checks and balance 'of a government that

combines three forms is more likely to catch and correct errors.-

The same

rigisily to

for epistemologies. The individual who adheres

single epistemology limits what can be known and

.risks the repeated commission of error. Evaluators who

understand the different Baos for value systems and for 'the

constraints of their epistemologies have a greater likelihood of

contributing more consistently informed decisions.

Strategies for Valuing and Suggestions for Evaluation

The analysis and synthesis done for'this paper suggest that
)

there is more underdtanding of the evaluation process to be

gained if we-concentrate on the verb sense to value. How do we

value? How do we reach value judgments? These questions seem to

have'considerable potential for guiding evaluative efforts. In

contrast, the search for understanding of what values are or what

it is that we value seems Iess productive for our understanding

of evaluation as a general problem-solving process. At the same

time we need to recognize that the question, "What is value and
_.

what are the things and qualities we value?" is an important \

1
...

consideration in any given evaluation effort. But, these things

or qualities are only context specific. Something considered as

a value in one setting may not be in another setting. That

variability does not contribute to simplification and

clarification of the evaluation process.

Summary

Value and valu\ ing appear to be both central to the process of

evaluation and problematic. Our literature demonstrates that our

understanding of these canstructs is far from complete, that they.
are used often in a way that specifies everything and nothing,

and-that we lack adequate methodologies for identifying the

dimensions of value in the study of a specific set of options and

1 1238



for delineating and selecting a valuing strategy.° At the same

time our literature contains work that can expand and specify

meaning of the concepts of value, valuing,.and value systems.

And that literature exposes the role of these concepts in

evaluation. 'Further, the literature gives us an expanded

perception of the,power of the building blocks of value in

shaping our choicermakt64 and subsequently our institutions and

oui lives. The building bkoOks of value and value systems

determine what we value, how we know what we value, and the'lcgia"'--
,,P

and process for problem solvihg. The potency of that force is of

sufficient magnitude and nature tat the search for understanding

is warranted and must be continued. It seems fitting that this

discussi n of value, valuing, and evaluation should terminate in

what Gowin
t

and Millman would callIan 'idealization Value Claim,

our understanding of evaluation can be better.

t

O
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